CE/T Standards Development Committee Meeting Summary – October 2022

Attendees
No roll call taken

Summary

Introduction

- Roll call for meeting attendance

Standards Development Committee Updates

- Regular checkpoint for the full standards development committee
  - Updates on working subcommittees
- Progress on the 2018 standard elements
  - Transition to the new standard format
  - Review of scope statement and terminology definitions
- Future agenda includes:
  - Completing terminology review
  - Moving to section 4 on significance and use
  - Addressing new elements and research findings
- Anticipated extension of work into January due to meeting schedule

Committee Dynamics

- Positive feedback on the committee's efficiency and focus
  - Diverse group with valuable experiences and perspectives
- Process overview:
  - Subcommittee work submission to full committee for review
  - Approval process by the standards development committee and council
  - Public comment period before finalizing the new standard
- Timeline estimation:
  - 30-day public comment period
  - Approximately 60 days from public comment to final publication
Conclusion

- Committee praised for effectiveness and engagement
- Clear process outlined for standard development and approval
- Timeline expectations set for finalizing the new standard

The DEI Survey

- Areas of focus: skill-based training, DEI, hybrid learning, training in a metaverse
- Impact of skill-based training on accreditation discussed
  - Amy preparing for a meeting with the director of accreditation
- DEI survey preparation for global perspective
  - Larissa working on survey to gather data globally
  - Plan to create a DEI white paper focusing on equity and inclusion
- Benchmarking for insights on accreditation, standards, and DEI
- DEI not planned for 2023 standard, relying on anti-discrimination element
- Barb suggests adding a question on what DEI looks like in organizations to the survey

Microlearning

- Microlearning discussed as a challenge for CEUs
  - Questions on prevalence, purpose, and bundling of microlearning
- Request for further research and report on microlearning trends

Conclusion

- Next meeting proposed for January due to holiday season and pacing in draft development
- Acknowledgment of efficient meeting and appreciation for efforts
- Plan to schedule January meeting dates